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Morns' contract dropped
Basketball coach ends 3-year tenure,
reasons for his dismissal not revealed
^

*

player Wayne Williams, in which
during a pickup game Williams
sports editor
threatened Walker with a handgun.
In both of Morris' first two
CSUSB decided Feb.28 not to seasons there were incidents involv
renew Coach Reggie Morris' con ing academic ineligibility and Cal
tract fcv next season. The decision State players. Two players were
ends Coach Morris' three-year as declared ineligible hours before a
game involving Chapman College
sociation with the university.
The official reason for Morris' on Jan. 10,1992. Last season five
dismissal was not revealed by the players weredeclaredineligiblebut
university which is legally bound to one was reinstated a mtmth lata*.
The university began its search
confidentiality in personnel me
for
a
new men's basketball coach
ters.
In his threeseasonsat CalState, March 1 with a press release anMorris compiled a 37-41 record noundng ihat the posftion was open.
overall, finishing the 1993-1994 The selection of the next head coach
campaign with a 10-16 record. will bemade by a search committee Coach Reggie Morris
Morris' tenure was also noted with headed by assistant Mhledc direc degree, preferably a master's de
gree and a college teaching creden
several controversies, includingone ts Nancy Simpson.
The guidelines forthecommit- tial, because the position will in
this year involving formerCal State
player Develle Walker and current tee includescmieone with a college volve some teaching. Otherrequire-

by Jeremy Heckler

ments include at least four years of
coaching expenence preferrably as
The search committee will sift
through theresumes and reduce the
number of applicants to less than
10. Screening will begin about
March 25 and formal interviews
will start about Afxil 1, Athletics
director David Suenram said.
M(MTis replaced Jim Ducey,the
first coach in Cal State history.
Ducey coached the Coyotes for
seven seasons, all at the NCAA
Division III level.
Before coming to Cal State,
Morris spent fifteen years at the
high schTOl and junior college level
amassing a combined 305-97
record. It also included a state high
school champion (1988) at Manual
Arts High School in Los Angeles,
and several ^pearances at thestate
community college playoffs with
Los Angeles City College.

managing editor
The reaccreditatitxi team that
visited CalState, San Bernardinoin
FelMTiary left the campus impressed
widi "many aspects of university
life," including the faculty, staff,
and the overall "commitment to
students," according to university
President Anthony H. Evans
The WASC review of CSUSB
was not totally uncritical. The
team's report, which is still in
progress, will point to weaknesses
in campus communications, grant
acquisistion and the self-study
program.
In a st^us report issued by
Evans to the universi^ community,
the Western Assn. of School and
Colleges team compliments
CSUSB's " 'love affair with
students' despite the budget
constraints" that have predominated
lately. Evans met with the chair of

from broader participation
throughout the campus in the selfstudy process," Evans said.
Evans said certain areas of
campus planning and student
achievement assessment were
considered to be somewhat
fragmented. He said he wasadvised
that "a better organizational
structure and broader faculty, staff
and student participation" would
improve the situation.
While the WASC team
applauded CSUSB's attempts to
expand diversity, they found that
many people were uncomfortable
"with the diversity climate" on
campus. Evans said he recognizes
the difficulty of accommodating
"the exac t concerns of all groups on
all occasions," but affirmed that
"we must try harder."
Evans indicated that the final
report, which will be finished in a
few weeks, will recommend a high^
level of communications in OTderto
improve campus governance and

Coyote Radio, formerly
KSSB, is voluntarily off the air for
an indefinite amount of time, ac
cording to Coyote Radio program
director Jonathan Lyons.
Lyons stress^ that the deci
sion to go off the air was made
"completely by us at the station".
He added that due to a "variety of
factors" this was an ideal time for
Coyote Radio to stop broadcasting.
The Federal CtMnmunications Com
mission did not ask or require that
the station go off theair, said Lyons.
"That's just a rumor. We decided
that this was a good time to re
evaluate and re-align the station."
Paul Oei, an FCC engineer
working on the investigation, told

The rest of
the story...

Cal State gets a mixed review
from WASC accreditation team
the WASC reaccreditation team
from Feb. 21- 25, in order to discuss
a few overall imi^sionsof CSUSB
campus life.
Evans said that Dr. Deane
Newbauer, the chair of the
accredition team, reported that he
was impressed by the amount of
"professional and scholarly
endeavors," including a high level
of grant activity, "in addition to the
university's primary teaching
mission."
TTie WASCmembCTS were also
pleased by the maintenance of
CSUSB buildings and grounds.
The WASC team did find some
areas needing improvement, Evans
reported. Hesaid the team cautioned
against grant activity exhausting
"the
university's
human
infrastructure to support these
operations."
Chair Neubauer pointed out
weaknesses in the university's selfstudy program. He thought that
CSUSB "would have benefitted

by Ernest T. Belding
Chronicle staff writer

see RADIO page 5

A 'love affair with students'

by Kara R 'tzzo

Coyote Radio
hit with FCC fine,
station will be
silent- for now

Graduate Equity Fellow
VwmiirD©

could not read In junior
high school. She
decided to learn when
a teacher left school
without finishing a
book being read aloud.
by Kara Rlzzo
managing editor
Yvonne Atkinson, a firstyear graduate student in theEnglish
Composition program at CSUSB,
is no stranger to success. In addition
unity, thereby imjMoving theoverall
quality of the university.
The president said he is looking
forward to taking an active role in
making the needed improvements.
He plans to me^ with various groups
in order to expedite those changes
and to make CSUSB "a truly
distinctive university."

to being a recipient of this year's
Graduate Equity Fellowship,
Atkinson won a pre-doctoraie
award of $3000 which allows her
and her menlOT totravel todifferent
universities in order to explore
possible doctorate programs. She
s also a member of the Phi Kappa
'hi National Honor Society and
he 1992 Pacific Review writer of
he year for a short story she
lubmitted to that publication.
What makes Atkinson
inique is that she did not learn to
ead until the age of 15 due to

see ATKINSON page 6
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The week of Wednesday, March 9 - Wednesday, March 16,1993.

Wednesday,
March 9
VIDEO: "Sexual Harassment
Oscar Award Winners". Spon
sored by the Women's Resorce
and Adult Re-Entry Center. Stu
dent Union Event Center "C".
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
AFRIKAN STUDENT ALLI
ANCE: Regular meeting. Student
Union MulticulturalCenter3:304:30 p.m. All are welcome.
CIRCLE K INTERNA
TIONAL: Weekly Meeting.Stu
dent Union Senate Chambers. 8 10 p.m.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION: Weekly meeting. Pine
Room, Lower Commons. 6 - 8
p.m. All are welcome.
LATINO BUSINESS STU
DENTS ASSN: Regular Meet
ing. Student Union SenateCham
bers, 4 - 6 p.m. All are welcome.
MEChA: Weekly Meeting. Stu

dent Union Senate Chambers. 1 - 3
p.m. All are welcome.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB: Regular
meeting. Pine Room, Lower
CcHnmons, 4 p.m.
SPANISH TABLE CLUB:
Weekly Meeting. Student Union
Senate Chambers. 10:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m. All are welcome.
SHAMROCK PROJECT FOOD
SALE. Sponsored by Kappa Delta
sorority. Mexican food, entertain
ment for children, raffle for a prize.
Pfau Library courtyard, 11 a.m. - 3
p.m.

Thursday,
March 10

INTERNATIONAL LECTURE
SERIES: "Literature, Education
and Technology in Japan". Pre
sented by Dr. Rowena Santiago and
Dr. Timothy Ervin. Student Union
Event Center "A". 4 p.m.
SYMPOSIUM:M«/(icii//Hra/
Diversity."World Economy," pre
sented by Dennis L. Hefner, Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
CSUSB. Pine Room, Lower Com
mons. 12 noon. All are welcome.

Friday,
March 11
VIRTUAL REALITY DIS
PLAY: Sponsored by Kramer Ent^tainment. Come check out the
Cyberspace World! Student Union
Event ^nter. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

LECTURE:"Date Rape and the
Second
Rape"by
clinical FORUM: Sponsored by the Afri
psyclologist Nancy Gamble, au can American Students and Faculty
thor of The Second Rape. Spon Members of CSUSB. Student Union
sored by the Women's Resource & Event Center. 5 p.m.
Adult Re-Entry Centr. Student
Union Event Center "C". Noon-1 THEATER PERFORMANCE:
p.m. Book signing and informal "A Doll House" by Henricklbsen.
discussion with Dr. Gamble: Creative Arts Theater. 8:15 p.m.
Womwi'sResouceCentCT, l-2p.m. General Admission:$8.00 Seniors,
Alumni, Staff and Faculty: $5.00
Student Admissicm: $3.00

MAKEAN

Saturday,
March 12

IMPACT
Are you...
A leader?
Business minded?
Career oriented?
then...

THEATER PERFORMANCE:
"A Doll House" by Henricklbsen.
Creative Arts Theater. 8:15 p.m.
General Admission: $8.00 Seniors,

Sunday,
March 13

LECTURE:A Doll's House" to
benifit Women's Resource and
Adult Re-Entry Center. Women's
Resource and AduURe-Entry Cen
ter. 8:30 p.m.

LECTURE: "Women's History
Month Celebration". Sponsoredby
the Women's Resource & Adult
Re-Entry Center. Creative Arts
Building. 7:30 p.m.

THEATER PERFORMANCE:
"A Doll House" by Henrick
Ibsen. Creative Arts Theater. 8:15
p.m. General Admission: $8.00
Seniors, Alumni, Staff and Fxulty: $5.00 Student Admission:
$3.00

THEATER PERFORMANCE:
"A DollHouse" by Henricklbsen.
Creative Arts Theater. This perfor
mance benifits the Women's
Resorce Center. 2:00 p.m. General
Admission: $8.00 SeniOTS, Alumni,
Staff ^d Faculty: $5.00 Student
Admission: $3.00

Monday,
March 14
LECTURE: "Return of the Goddess" by Maria Vandemere. In the
Women's Resource & Adult ReEntry Center. 1:30 p.m.
GUEST SPEAKER: PhUip Agee.
"CIA War Against Cuba." Sy
camore Room, Lower Commons.
5:30 p.m.

Wednesday,
March 16
COMEDY SHOW: Featuring
Margaret Cho and Shang! Student

-Slice Sized Pizza
-Garlic Cheese Bread
-Large Soda

yourself or a friend for next year's

American Marketing Association
Officer Posiuons.
^

The Chronicle March 9, 1994

Union Event Center. 8-10 p.m.
Tickets available at A.S.I. Box
office.

AFRIKAN STUDENT ALLI
ANCE: Regular meeting. Student
Union Multicultural Center 3:30 •
4:30 p.m. All are welcome.
CIRCLE K
INTERNA
TIONAL: Weekly Meeting.Stud^t Union
Chambers. 8 10 p.m.
GAY, LESBIAN & ^SEXUAL
UNION: Weddy me^ng. Pine
Room, Lower Commons. 6 - 8
p.m. All are welcome.
LATINO BUSINESS STU
DENTS ASSN: Regular Meet
ing. Student Union Senate Chamb^, 4-6 p.m. All are welcome.
MEChA: Wedtly Meeting. Stu
dent Union Senate Chambers. 1 3 p.m. All are welcome.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB; Regular
meeting. Pine Room , Lower
Commons, 4 p.m.
SPANISH TABLE CLUB:
Weekly Meeting. Student Union
Senate Chambers. 10:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m. All are welcome.

Gal State Lunch Special

NOMINATE

Page 2

Alumni, Staff and Faculty: $5.00
Student Admission: $3.00

$2.00

20% Off To Students W/ ID
;ciais'
(Not ValidW/Advertised Specials)

881-2404
Electric

s.

Sierra
^

Norihpark

Kendall

Roaring 20's

40th

y

'Three strikes, you're out': an idea out of left field
by Anthony Bruce Gilpin
editor in chief
Is "three strikes, you'reout"
a good idea?
In baseball, the answer to
that question depends on whether
you're rooting for the pitcher or the
batter.
Lately, "three strikes, you're
out" have become the hot
buzzwords in the field of criminal
justice. Ever since President Clinton
suggested a "three strikes" policy
during his State of the Union ad
dress Jan. 25, politicians of both
parties have seized on the idea of
sentencing third-time felons to life
imprisonment without the possibil
ity of parole.
Working with the coopera
tive bullpen of a largely Demo
cratic Congress, Clinton has had a
winning season. But with "three
strikes," he's pitching high and out
side, and a lot of criminals may
THE WEEKLY-
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walk.
Congressional Democrats
see this idea as thecapstone to their
recent, orgiastic frenzy of lough
anti-crime legislation. California
pols, notably Rep. Michael
Huffington (R-Santa Barbara), cosponsor of theHouse "three strikes"
initiative. Huffington lauds "three
strikes" as the key to "secur(ing)
our neighborhoods from crime."
Doesn't anybody pay atten
tion to history anymore?
During the Reagan adminis
tration, the Republican "war on
drugs" enacted a slew of laws re
quiring severe minimum penalties
for any crime even remotely related
to drug traficking. The result was
that the prisons filled to overflow-

ing withsmall-time crooks, serving
long sentences for minor crimes. It
was a mistake taxpayers will spend
decades paying for.
What does this have to do
with "three strikes and you'reout?"
Simple. Last week, the California
DepL of Corrections released a study
which estimates that, if "three
strikes" is implemented in Califor
nia, the state will have to build 20
new prisons before the year 2000
to accommodate the anticipated
deluge of convicts. This is in addi
tion to the 40 prisons either in ser
vice or on the drawing board. State
taxpayers will have to pony up $2
billion per year to operate these
new prisons—forever.
Tbe Dept. of Corrections al

ready consumes seven percent of
Clinton is playing an unchai
California's $40 billion General acteristically obvious political pU)>
Fund budget, spending over$25,000 to offer the public a simple plan lo
per year per prisoner. "Three eliminate crime, a plan thai will b>
strikes" will effectively create anew very attractive to people who don' i
class of society,a nation of criminal ask many questions. It will aitraci
parasites whose feeding, housing attention, and votes,and everybody
and medical care needs will bum a will come out looking good, loi
permanent, multibillion-dollarhole now.
in society's pocket
The trouble with such a plan
Like the Death Penalty, is that Clinton will probably be long
"three strikes" is a popular idea out of office by the lime the public
because people think it will be a realizes what the president already
deterrent to crime. The opposite knows: it just won't work.
argument is that "three strikes" may
When the problem isas com
make our streets even more violent, plex as criminal justice, simple so
as two-time felons turn to assault lutions are almost guaranteed to
and murder to eliminate witnesses, fail. Leave "three strikes, you're
in an effort to avoid that third con out" at the old ball game. It was
viction.
never meant for the real world.

Letters to The Chronicle
Reply to
D.P. Funkhouser
Editor, The Chronicle:
The pain and anger of being
denied a choice was stated clearly
in Mr. D.P. Funkhouser's essay
cohcbffiihg'thie "pregnant faUier."
That essay was slipped into the
pages of CSUSB's Chronicle the
second week in February, aftCT the
newspap^s had been distributed
on campus. I am glad we had the
opportunity to read that essay, be
cause a college newspaper best
serves its readers by presenting dif
ferent viewpoints and causing adialogue between students. I do not
believe in abortion. I am a fervent
believer in a woman's right to
choose whether to beccme a mother
at any point in her life. I believe it
is morally wrong not to allow her
that choice, just because she acci
dentally or unwillingly becomes
pregnant.
A death will occur after ac
cidental conception, no matter
which choice is made. If one of the
parents chooses to raise the child
alone, or if they choose to raise the
child together, either the father or
the mother must sublimate career
goals to the needs of the child. This
is the death of fulfillment of poten
tial, the indefinite postponement of
the goals that have governed the
decisions of whomever decides to
sublimate his/her needs to the
child's needs. If neither father nor
mother is willing to put the depen
dent child's needs first, the child
will be raised by other per^le, per
haps relatives. The adult who takes
responsibility for the child is often
thrust into that position, and will
have to deny hi^er own potential
for the sake of the child.
If the child is raised in an

environment where he/she is not
wanted, then the child's ultimate
potential as a member of society
will die,overand over. Ifihechoice
is abortion, Mr. Funkhouser has
already graphically described the
death of theemlsTo, which hecalled
a child. No matter why abortion is
chosen, both parents of that "child"
will grieve. Mr. Funkhouser's an
gry reaction to his girlfriend's deci
sion was caused by that anguish. If
the choice is adoption, there is a
death in the relationship between
the child and itsnatural parents,and
in the bonding between the mother
and the baby she nurtured fcr nine
months.
Mr. Funkhouser equates the
fetus and a child. The "pro-life"
movement states that a fertile cell
in the woman's body is a human
being. Their argument is: Human
beings grow and mature constantly.
A fertilized cell grows and matures
into a human being. Therefore fer
tilized cells are human beings and
should be protected as human be
ings under the law. We have a
tendency to equate who we are now
with who we were in the past. We
show others pictures of ourselves
when we were on vacation from
grade school saying, "this is me."
Therefore it is easy to accept this
reasoning.
An unborn baby does turn
into a human being. Before it is
bom, it begins as a fertilized egg.
As the egg matures,it takes on more
and more human characteristics
until finally, at birth, it is a human
being. Are the developing, incom
plete human forms people, with
rights under law? Pictures of fe
tuses at all stages of development
show major differences as well as
similarities. The fetus has substan
tial value and is not, at all stages.

substantially the same as a human
being. It resembles humans more at
twenty-four weeks than atone, two,
or nine weeks. From visual evi
dence, looking at all stages of de
velopment instead of the selected
parts of the early fetusand selected
later development, humanity is iden
tified as something a fetus grows
into only gradually. If the fetus is
only becoming a human being and
isnotyetone, how can itbe consid
ered to be a human being?
The resources available to
the decision-making process, and
the options available, are polarized
by the two political movements.
We should be promoting the creaii(Mi of life, the carrying of the
potential child to term. Scaring or
horrifying the mother with graphic
images that do not solve the di
lemma of what will happen after
the child is bom is not the way to do
that. How manywomen would have
chosen adoption if they were of
fered a place to stay, therapy to help
them through the grieving process,
a chance to investigate adoption
agencies to discover what criteria
they require fw adoptive parents,
and perhaps the opportunity, after
twenty-five years or so, for the child
and parents to find each other again.
If the anti-aborticm movement had
spent its funds developing adop
tion programs sympathetic to the
mother's needs inst^ of attacking
the people who disagree with them,
perhaps more of the women who
are choosing abortion would elect
to take nine months out of their
lives and preserve the life within
them.
The point where the choice
to avoid pain occurs is before con
ception. Abstinence until a couple
is ready to raise a family is the ideal
choice. The other choice is iwotec-

tion. Since the choice is for protec
tion from unwanted pregnancy, why
not protect from AIDS and other
disease also? Mr. Funkhouser, I
grieve with you for the loss of your
baby, and for the loss of your rela
tionship with the young lady who is
pregnant. Please, restore her sense
of dignity by accepting the decision
she has made. Next time, make
your choice when it is yours lo
make.
Judi Wood

Reply to charges of
campus racism
Editor, The Chonicle:
Charges that CSUSB was
guilty of grave wrongdoings
appeared recently in a front page
article in the Fel^ary 23 issue of
The Chronicle.
"... aracial balance of students
that does not represent the
surrounding community, and racial
insensitivity practiced in the
classroom by students and faculty,
all condoned or supported by the
administration" were pans of the
charges.
These are serious allegations
against us andour esteemed faculty!
I was alarmed, as any concerned
student would have bein, so I read
on in order to find the facts
supporting these charges. To my
chagrin, I found none, so I decided
to find if there are truths behind
these incriminating remarks.
Statistics I use focus fwimarily
on blacks—not to single them out
or maliciously isolate them—but
because Anthony Gilpin's article
singles out the studentswho leveled
the accusations of "institutionalized
racism", as being "African
American".

see LETTERS page 4
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Letters to The Chronicle (continued from page 3)
Anthony Gilpin mentions
Anita Scott, a student present at the
meeting, who purported t h a t . .
black faculty and staff are afraid to
work with (black students) out of
fear for their jobs." The paper goes
as far as to say that most of those
professors have left the university,
despite an effort to hire minority
faculty. If this is true, there would
beadecreaseinthenumberofblack
faculty—^not so.
According to the Statistical
Abstract for the 1989 Fall term,
published by The California State
University Officeof theChancellor,
the total number of full-timefaculty
in theCSUsystem grew from 11,721
to 12,230 between 1985 and 1989,
an increase of 4.3%. Meanwhile,
the number of full-time black faculty
rose from 298 to 381—not just
keeping up with the growth rate for
full-time CSU employment, but
more than doubling it to the tune of
27.9%
Looking at the Statistical
Factbook for December, 1993,
prepared by the Office of
Institutional Research, we find
encouraging numbers as well. The
total full-time faculty at CSUSB
grew from 265 to434 overthe same
period, a growth rate of 63.8%. In
turn, the full-time black faculty on
our campus grew from 9 to 23, thus
increasing by 155.6%; the only drop
came between 1992 and 1993,
falling from 23 to 21.
Instead of finding decreases,
there are actually increases in both
cases—a rate of growth faster than
the whole. These statistics hardly
support Anita Scott's contentions.
The racial "balance", or, more

correctly, "imbalance" that pundits
and self-declared watchdogs of
campus racism are accusing our
school of is also unfailingly
fallacious.
If we look at San Bernardino
County's
population
(the
"surrounding community") from the
1990 U.S. Census, we find it is
1,418,380, with roughly 8.1% being
black. Weigh thatagainstCSUSB's
total studentenrollment for the Fall
of 1990 which was 11,324; 7.4%
were black. Proportionately,
CSUSB's student body is an
equitable representation of the
surrounding community.
Theslightdi^aritythatappears
becomes negligible if you consider
that the entire percentage of the
county's black population who are
of college age are not ciuiently
attending our university.
Our campus' numbers are
better than CSU systemwide
numbers, which show only 5.7%of
the entire CSU enrollment in the
FaU of 1989 being black. Ourschool
also ranked in the top five of all 20
CSU schools for black enrollment.
As for the want of a
"comprehensive black studies
curriculum", what one wants and
what we need are two different
things. In a time of budgetary cuts
and tuition increases, forms of
unwarranted gratuitous spending
are unwise.
Dr. Thomas Sowell, an
economist, columnist, and senior
Fellow at ^e Hoover Institution in
Stanford, California (and who also
just happens to be black, for those
who are "sensitive" to those
matters), refutes the notion that"..

BRflnDin'

iRon

Country Western Saloon

500

Draft

8 - 11 PM
Friday& Saturday

. students are taught moreeffectively
by peopleof thesame race,ethnicity,
culture, and sex as themselves", in
his book. Inside American
Education.
Hegives all-black Dunbar High
School in Washington D.C. as an
example. Dunbar High School's
curriculum was not "Afro-centric",
yet it produced the flrst blacks to
enter West-Point, Annapolis, the
federal judiciary, and the
President!^ Cabinet. Dr. Sowell
mentions another exemplary high
school: "St. Augustine's in New
Orleans, founded and manned by
whites of the Josephite order."
When the immigration of
Japanese and Chinese began, it was
almost unheard of for them to be
taught by teachers of the same race,
religion, or culuire; today, on the
average, they out perform their
counterparts.
Dr. Sowell raises the question:
why, after all this time and
experience, evidence has seldom, if
ever, been presented to suppwt the
claims that "role models" f^m the
students' own backgrounds "...
make any discernible academic
differoice at all".
It's all so very easy to make
sweeping, general accusations, but
when these allegations are leveled
against fellow students, faculty,
administrators and our school
without any foundMitm, they can
not be tolerated and left
unchallenged.
Through constant h^hazard
screams of"racism," along with the
generous applications of the label

'Screaming' coverage
was disappointing
Lori Wyman's article in the
March 2nd Chronicle about the
"SpokenWord: Screamingfrom the
Barrel" eventof February 24th was
somewhat incomplete and disap
pointing.
I turned to the article right
away, because I had attended the
event and was anxious for readings,
and the ensuing "open mic" ses
sion. I read with interest about the
first performer, Don Bajema of

320 South E Street, Sn Bdno (North of Mill)
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One student's vision
of America
Editor, The Chronicle:
Okay, last time, hero is the way
it works.
America wasfounded by people
seeking a better way of Ufe for
themselves aiKl iheirposterity.They
were rugged individualists who
were not afraid to get their hands
dirty carving civilization out 6f the
untamed wilderness. The land did
not "belong" to the Indians (Native
Americans fw you p.c. people) any
more than it "belongs" to us now.
Land beltmgs to whoever can hold
iL Period.
These adventurous pioneers
created something out of nothing.
Hiey had a dream, and that dream
compelled them to found a country
Black Flag, and the second per
former, Professor Griff of Public
Enemy, and the third performer...
wait—-that's the end of the article!?
What about that third and final per
former, Exene from the band X?
And the "open mic" session.
Hearing Exene was my main
reason fcx- attending the event I
realise she may not have been the
maindraw forcveo'o/'ie''Chronicle
reader, but I do believe that her
intelligent and thought provoking
words and slide show deserved some
mention in the article.

CZ>FF=

based on that same ideal. A country
that would provide the opp<*tunity
fcx-people to go as far as their dream,
and theirefforts would allow them
to go, unencumbered by the
government. A country that would
reward individual achievement with
wealth beyond imagination. A
country of entrepreneurs.
The dream of wealth, and of
achievement drove these people to
push across the continent.
Unrestrained, they gave us cities,
railroads, highways, automobiles,
airplanes, and, ultimately, rockets
to fly to the moon.
In building this glorious country,
they used many resources, including
African and Chinese slave labor.
They justified this in their minds by
believing these races were below
them. According to our presentday social values, this was wrong.
At their time, ^e thought was
different.
Should we impose our morality
on them any mcN-e than on theMaya,
who tore the beating hearts out of
living people in their religious
c^wnonies? There was a country
that needed building. The very
reastm we are able to sit in an air« ^
conditioned classroom here in
California debating these issues is
because cheap slave labor was
employed in building the country.
We should be grateful. But to
whom? Those who had the vision
of this country and drew up the
blue-prints, or those who labored to
build it.Clearly, to both. Because it
took both to build it. This country

see LETTERS page 5
The "open mic" section was
the most important and "telling"
thing that happened all night. It
offered time at the end of the show
for audience members to ask ques
tions of the performers. What it
quickly turned into was a heated
debate about such frustrating topics
as the media, sexual inequalities,
and mostly racial inequality.Those
of us who were there had an eyeopening evening. I guess Lori
Wyman left just after her fave. Pro
fessor Griff.
Tina Morrison

"Best Subs in Town"

DELMY'S

NO COVER CHARGE
W/ VALID STUDENT ID
California's Biggest and Best
Country Party

"racist" to everyone and everything,
minority activists do us a great
disservice. Very much like in the
caseof the boy whocried wolf, they
habituate minds to the true cries, to
where these words lose their value
and ability to warn of danger.
Accusations of genuine racism will
then be dismissed simply as
"boring" and"uncreative," l^ause
the terms were carelessly used.
My fellow CSUSB students,
teachers, and I should not have to
entertain ungrounded accusations
harbored against us by the few
students whose baseless rhetoric
merely assumes the guise of the
fact the louder they are shouted.
Ben Campomanes

Now Open Til 101
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Commentary
Letters to The Chronicle (continued from page 4)

by Jeremy Heckler
sports editor
The are three weeks left in this
magical mystery tour we call Win
ter Quarter and the points of accu
sation are still flying.
This week has been an inter
esting one in which we could actu
ally be compared to a box of Cracker
Jack, because we have free sur
prises in every paper.
My good buddy Pete Wilson
has been awfully busy trying to get
him on our good side. He isn't suc
ceeding by deciding that the only
way to do it is by sending T/ie
Chronicle a ton of useless mail and
junk faxes that means nothing to
the students of CSUSB.
Maybe if he really wanted to
get cm our gocxi side he wouldcome
here and say that he would instead

RADIO

of raising our fees so high that only dents are forced to go and And a
the very rich and the very poor friendly machine that can't change
could get in, he would lower them, your $50 or $100 bill either.
then I would say something nice
This week I found out what a
about Mr. Wilson.
big government bureaucracy can
At least Pete Wilson is far do to a small campus radio station.
enough away from San Bernardino For those of you who don't know
as he could possibly be at the mo the Federal Communications Com
ment, unlike the campus' famous mission effectively shut down
Foundation and it money-sucking KSSB (Coyote Radio, or whatever
subsidiaries, the Coyote Bookstore, you want to call it) by fining it
La Cantina, and the Coyote Cafe. I $8,0(X) for not being able to find its
know that last week I made fun of license.
its policy of not accepting $50 and
The aftennath of this is the
$100 bills, but with some of the station citing the high cost of opera
prices at the"Foundation"Cafeand tion to limit its ^ansmission to the
the "Foundation" Bookstore it campus by broadcasting over cable
makes you wonder if the words FM. With the limit of its radius it
nonprofit constitute their own per cuts most of the station's listeners
sonal oxymoron.
in half. Now maybe the FCC could
Then again maybe the founda make some exceptions for campus
tion only wants to make money radio. This isn't a major conglom
four days a week, because the fabu erate owned by a company who has
lous Cayoie Cafe seems to close a stranglehold on the industry, it's
Friday right after lunch and stu- only Cal State.

— News —

diomay resume cable transmission
as soon as today.
Dr. Craig Monroe, Chairper
The Chronicle that there was no son of the Dept of Communication
demand made on the station to stop Studies, told The Chronicle that
broadcasting, as wasrepcRted in the Coyote Radio will likely stay off
March 4 edition of the San Bernar the air fcv the duration of the curdino County Sun. Oei said that the rentquarter. The decision was made
FCC investigation found that the to stay off the air until the signal
station's signal was too strong for strength of the station can be accu
an unlicensed station, and required rately measured. In addition. Coy
that Coyote Radio's signal strength ote Radio will have a new faculty
be downgraded. Low-power sta advisor in the spring quarter, al
tions are not required to have a though this change has nothing to
license under Part 15 of FCC regu do with the FCC action.
lations. Oei said that the station has,
Dr. Monroe adds that the sig
however, been fined $8,000 for its nal strength violation was com
overpowered signal. The station has pletely inadvertent, and steps will
thirty days to appeal this action.
be taken to insure that future broad
Lyons said that Coyote Ra- casting will be within FCC regula-

continued from page 1

NIMEr

Write to
The Chronicle.
Everyone else tias.

Former CIA Agent to
Lecture on US-Cuba
'Secret War'
Philip Agee, a former Central
Intelligence agent who has become
an outspoken critic of U.S. intelli
gence policy, will visit CSUSB to
speak on secret U.S. campaigns
against Castro's Cuba, since resign
ing from the CIA in 1968. Agee's
free lecture is on Mon. March 14, in
the Sycamore Room, Lower Com
mons.

for

Every Student Is ELIGIBLE for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Family Income
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS aridLOANS^B

CALL Toll-FREE 24 Hours for a Brochure:

1-800-457-0089 EM. 844
RESULTS GUARANTEED! STUDENT SERVICES, inc. has a databank

1

to work harder, so people don't.
My fellow students, you are the
leaders of the next century. It is up
to you to decide which philosophy
to embrace, the one that crea^
America, or the one that destroyed
the Soviet Unicm. Stop rewarthng
the underachievers. Keep this
country a meritocracy, where people
are rewarded for their efforts. This
country wasn't founded to reward
laziness and excuses, but to foster
achievement and genius. Lets keep
it that way.
David Patterson

tions and guidelines.
Future plans are to include
cable transmission to the dorms in
the near future, and the station will
be broadcasting again in the next
quarter.

COLLEGE!

L

could not have been built without
slave labor any more than the great
pyramids of Egypt could have.
But whatever the abuses of the
past might have been, the job got
done, and the reason itgot done was
capitalism. Capitalism awards
achievers, while leaving nonachievers to wallow in mediocrity.
We have telephones today. Russia
does not. You see, socialism, in
contrast to capitalism, says, in
essence, "everyone is equal, and
there will be no incentives." In the
words of Winston Churchill,
"socialism equalizes poverty." In
other words, there is no chance for
material gain, and everyone is
brought down to the level of the
underachievers. There is no reason

of over 180.000 listings for scholarships, fellowships, grants and
loans, representing BILLIONS of dollars in private sector funding.
We can provide you with a list of funding sources most appropriate to your background and educational goals.

T' - i Student Services, Inc. ei24 North Milwaukee Avenue • Chicago, II 60646

How Is STUDENT
SERVICES, Inc.
Different from a
Financial Aid Office?
STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
specializes in private
sector funding from
corporations, memorials,
trusts, foundations,
religious groups, and
many other philanthropic
organizations.
As state and federal
funding sources continue
to face serious cutbacks,
private sector funding is
expected to grow even
faster than in the past.
STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
has current, up-to-date
information that provides
an intelligent alternative
to traditional state and
federal funding sources;
at the very least, they
represent a significant
supplement to
government funding.

BECOME A ROAD SCHOLAR
IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
When you take a Motorcycle RiderCourse you leam evasive maneuvers, cornering
skills, a strategy for riding in traffic, and other valuable riding techniques. With
just one course, youll become a better, safer rider, and riding will be more fijn. Call
1-80(M47-47(X) for the best education on the streets. Monmcrcii SAFETT FOUNMTHM
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COMPACT DISC REVlEW:The Ballbusters-No Jerk'n Off

FILM REVIEW: On Dangerous Ground

Anonymous comics attempt humor
with authentic prank phone calls

An ecological message
from action king Seagal

corporation's malpractices. Saved
by theEskimos, hesoon learns how
managing editor
to "get in touch" with his inner
spiritand the spiritof nature. Hence,
aided by an attractive youngEskimo
"On Dangerous Ground" is the woman, he returns to the scene of
type of action-packed movie that "impending doom": theill-equiiiqjed
many people have come to expect oil drill that is about to be put on
from Steven Seagal, the movie's
line.
star and produce.
For those who never tire of seeing
The age-old theme of good vs the good prevailover evil, this is the
bad is manifested as the struggle movie to watch. A caution must be
between the inner spirit of man and given, however: thereis a great deal
nature against the exploitative of violence in this movie. Again,
capitalist (is that redund^t?).
for those who are well-acquainted
Michael Caine, the costar, is at with Seagal's style, the violence
his dastardly worst as the money- will come as no surprise.
hungry oil baron who drills for the
One of the best parts of the movie
black gold in Alaska without is the end. A very gr^hic warning
consideration for the envinximent is given to the population of the
or the native people of that land.
world: if we do not stop our abuses
Seagal, originally Caine's and exploitation of the environment,
employee, becomes a "marked there will be no environment left to
man" when he learns of the enjoy.

by Kara Rizzo

Track five is titled "976JOHNNY". A 37-year-old pervert
Chronicle staff writer
wearing Spider-Man pajamas,
ai^arently named Johnny, calls a
976-num^r
and goes through the
The compact disc "No
routine
of
telling
the girl on the
Jerk'n Off by the Ballbusters is an
attempt at humor through expleti ve- other end of the line how much of a
filled prank phone calls. nerd he is while she is talking dirty
D.I.L.L.I.G.A.F
Recording to him through it all. The call
Company, producers of thisrelease, ccmcludes with Johnny calling her a
assures us that the receivers of these slut among other things not printable
calls are unsuspecting people and in this newspaper.
Track seven is called
not actors. The Ballbusters are a
"£>ealership".
In this one, a man
troupe of pseudonymed comedians
who prefer to keep their true doing his best A1Pacino impression
identities secret (for reasons which from Scarface calls up a car
become self-evident when you dealership from whom he bought a
consider that what they do on this lemon. With another expletivealbum is int>l^bly a federal offense). filled exchange, the caller displays
The operative word in the his anger and basically tells the
opening statement is attempt. The employee what he can do with his
twenty phone calls that made it (MUO automobile as well as with his body
the CD vary in length and content parts.

by Aaron Brady

While I found this CDalmost
too tasteless for even me, that is not
the reason th^ I didn't like it. The
main reason that I dislike The
Ballbusters is simply because they
are not very funny. There werethree
or four tracks out of the twenty that
were actually funny.
Tracks 9 and 20 titled "Sir
Pete's Divorce" and "Sir Pete's
Ticket" were hilarious. This was a
loosely comparable take-off from
Monty Python with the use of a
British accent and a few Python
mannerisms.
Aside from these and one or
two other tracks, this CD is a waste
of money. It centers around sex,
bodily functions, and language no
longer punishableby my parents. If
I were twelve years old and my
mom said I could, I would buy this
CD without hesitation.

continued from page 1

ATKINSON:beating learning disabilities to earn top grad honors

le
learning disability; however, she
was not diagnosed until much later.
While other children were
learning to read in school, Yvonne
could not. "I'd never equated the
marks cm the page with the sounds
that people were making. I knew
there was a connection, but I
couldn't make that connection."
She felt that she was in the middle
of a game in which everycHie knew
the rules and had their "pieces set
up on the board," but that she had
not even been given a"game board".
As she went from one grade
to the next, the teachers, who had
been made aware of Yvonne's
"poblems," just let her sit in the
classnx)m; they never asked her to
read or write anything.
The turning point came in
junior high school, "neteacherhad
been reading Green Mansions to

the class but, due to illness, took a
leave of absence. Yvonne, whohad
been enjoying the story, felt that
she was missing out by not knowing
how it ended. "That was when I
made the decision to learn how to
read."
Atkinson began to visit the
library during children's hour when
the librarian would read aloud.
Yvonne would listen to the slcwy,
memOTizeit,then matchthe "maiks"
on the page to the story. After a
great deal of hard work, Atkinson
learned to read,an achievement that
"(^ned a whole new door" for her.
Atkinson's
biggest
inspiraticMi during childhood was
her father, Luther Jefferson. He
told her that she could do anything
she wanted, regardless of her
performance in school. "He made
me feel thateven if I was a failure at

scliool, I was not a total failure, and
s^
that I could do other things."
Another important boost
came from Yvonne's husband,
Donald Atkinson. Knowing that
Yvonne wanted to go to college, he
encouraged to enroll. He knew that
she was afraid, given her previous
scholastic experiences, but told her
to "try it, they can't take anything
away frwn you." "My husband has
been there every step of the way,"
said Yvonne.
Once Yvonne Atkinson did
enter college she did well in
everything exceptmathematics. No
matter how many times she signed
up for the class, she could not
complete it. Finally, it was
suggested to her that she get tested
for a learning disability.
As a result of that testing,
Yvonne discovered that she has

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find .one. But if you're a nurs

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call l-800-USA ARMY
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how 1 learned to read and write so I
can help somebody else."
After attaining her M.A.
Atkinson plans to go on for a Ph.D,
preferably at UC Irvine. She is
interested in the oral tradition,
especially the bfeck oral tradition,
and how the oral tradition has been
transferred to the written text.
Atkinson, who is a
professional storyteller, visits
classrooms in order to lecture about
Black English and the oral tradition.
She tells her listeners that she is a
learning disabled person so that if
someone in the class is learning
disabled or knows someone who is,
she can act as a touchstone and help
peopleto see learning disabilities in
a different light. "I wish I had
known someone like me when I
was a young person."
Atkinson receives services
from the learning disabilities (LD)
program in theServices to Students
withDisabilitiesoffice. "Theyhave
been wonderful to me. I have a
place to go that understands wh^u I
need, and I don't have to explain
every step of the way." Atkinson
ai^reciates the fact that the staff of
the LD program don't just wait
around tosee if she success; "they
expect me to succeed."

with your level of experience. As

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Paged

dyscatcula, a difficulty in dealing
wilh numbers, which explained her
problems in math. She also learned
she has dyslexia, which affects
reading and writing, anddysgraphia,
which, for example, makes it
difficult for her to copy down
information from the chalkboard
into her notes.
After learning that there was
an explanation and a name for what
she had experienced, Atkinson no
IcHiger felt "alone". Knowing that
there w^e other people like her in
the world was a great feeling. "For
the first time, I thought that I wasn *t
just stupid."
Atkinson has a B.A. in
English from CSUSB, and she
entered the English Composition
program in the fall of 1^3. "I
wanted to go to the English Comp
grad program here at this university
because they already understocxl
my disability. Also, I am interested
in ihetcxic and composition, and
since CSUSB has one of the few
programs in this field in the U.S.
and is on the cutting edge, I want to
be involved in it."
According to Atkinson, "I
also thought if Itook English Comp,
I would have a more clear idea of

COPIES

White 8 1/2 X 11
Self-Service
1689 Kendall Dr. #H
^(Corner of University Hcwy)

Expires
3/31/94

(909)880-0290
Fax (909)880-0292^

SEXUAL HARASSMENT:

How CSUSB deals with a
hard-to-define problem
West and J. C. Robinson, handle
those charges made against staff
and faculty respectively. Accord
ing to Henderson's recollections,
of the fourteen recent overall re
ported cases, CMiIy seven advanced
to the formal stage. Of those seven
formal cases filed, Henderson re
calls four of them being against
students.
It is difficult to determine just
how successful the sexual harass
ment policy of approximately the
past decade has b^ because of the
large number of unreported inci
dents. But Henderson believe that
the program is successful because
people know it exists, know how to
use it, and those who have used it
have said that the policy is success
ful.
Henderson said that several
steps have been taken in order to
educate the public about the pro
gram. Presentations are regularly
made in general education classes,
as well as in faculty departments,
and in deans' offices.
In addition to this, the week of
March 7-11 is the First Annual
CSUSB Sexual Harassment Pre
vention Week. Scheduled events
include a debate over consensual
relationships on the campus, a se
ries of award-winning films cm the
subject, and a lecture on date i^)e
by Dr. Nancy Gamble, the authcx* of
a bcx)k on the subject entitled The

by Brian Lees
Chronicle staff writer
Although there has never been
a huge, scandalous incident of
sexual harassment on the CSUSB
campus, there have been at least
fourteen relatively recent informal
accusations that have been filed with
one of the campus* twenty sexual
harassment advisors.
Sexual harassment is simply
defined as a violation of a person's
civil rights based on sex. It can take
many forms: verbal, written,physical, or visual. According toDr. Craig
Henderson of the Psychological
Counseling Center, sexual harass
ment eats away at one's self-confi
dence, self-esteem, and sense of
security.
Henderson, erne of the "troika"
of the counseling center's sexual
harassment advisors, is quick to
add that there is no static defmition
of sexual harassment. The list of
behaviors which are considered
sexual harassment continues to
grow, based on the kinds of court
cases being fought and the level of
those cases.
Reported claims of sexual ha
rassment are either informal or for
mal. An informal claim begins with
aconversation witha faculty sexual
harassment advisor who may help
the victim resolve the issue at that
level. A formal claim of sexual ha
rassment proceeds from an infor
mal claim when a faculty sexual
harassmentadvisor deems theclaim
to be serious enough to be brought
before the sexual harassment com
mittee and investigated further by a
sexual harassment officer.
Henderson is responsible for
investigating charges made against
students, while his colleagues. Dale

Second Rape.

By educating people on the
subject, the sexual harassment coun
selors hope to prevent incidents of
harassment from happening. They
also hope toallay anyone's fears of
reporting sexual harassment by as
suring any possible victim that
somebody dws care about them,
that confidentiality will be main
tained, and that no retaliation against

From left:Pt}illip Ct)avez, Jennifer Tafoila and Keri Hostetler in A Doll House, at ttie University Ttieatre

Ibsen's A Doll House opens Friday
by Monique ThorrKss
Chronicle staff writer
"ADoUHouse," theUimofthe
century play by Norwegian
playwright Henrik Ibsen, is set to
open March 11, at Cal State, San
Bernardino's University Theatre.
The stery focuses cm the selfdiscovery of Nora Helmar, and the
hard decisicHi she must make in the

the victim will be tolerated.
Henderson urges any possible
victim to report any incident which
is assumed to be sexual harassment
He says that if you think you are or
have been sexually h^assed,talk to
somebody, preferably a sexual ha
rassment advisor, who will help
you toresolve the problem and pre
vent any future sexual harassment.
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process. Though many believe this
to be a play about feminism, its
director. Dr. Ronald E. Barnes
disagrees. "This is simply a play
about people," says Barnes, "If
people in the audience fmd an idea
to associate with, that's wonderful.
That's what good drama is about."
The cast includes Jennifer
TafoUa in the role of N<xa, and
Phillip Chavez as her husband,
Torvald Helmar. Additional cast
includes Tex Acosta, Andrea Ellis,
Keri Hostels, Luke Hunt, Jeremy
Rowley and Paula Schemeck.
Performances of the play will
be held at 8:15 p.m. March 11 and
12 and on March 16-18. Sunday
matinees will be held on March 13
and 20 at 2 p.m.
Tickets prices start at $8 for
general admission, $5 for senior
citizens and Cal State alumni with

an Alumni Asscx^iaticm memb^hip
card and $3 for students.
Proceeds from the March 13
show will benefit the Women's
Resource Center. The admission
for this performance will be $10.

WHEN DRINKING,
CflLL
A FRIEND.
Drinking and riding can lead to a
loss of license, a conviction, or
even worse. When you drink, get
a ride with a friend. It's ^ q y
the best call you can make.XV/
MOTMCYCLE SAFETY FOUNOATiOr8&

Position opening lor
Spring Quarter 1994:

Position opening for
Spring Quarter 1994:

Editor

Ad Manager

for

for

The Chronicle

The Chronicle

The Editor oversees
all Production operations
and must have experience with ail
aspects of newspaper production.

The Ad Manager directs ail local
advertising efforts for ihc
campus newspaper, organizes and
supervises sales staff, and
sells ads.

You receive two units of credit and a
load of experience working in
layout and production.
Please call Cathy
at 880-5931 for an
application and deadline
information.

You receive 25^ commission on
all ads sold by yourself and 5% on
those sold by ad reps..
Please call Cathy at 880-5931
for an application and deadline info..
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Women's win clinches first
NCAA berth In team history
by James Trietsch

Baseball swept by
Cal Poly, Pomona
by Jeremy Heckler
sports editor
The Cal Poly, P(Mnona Bron
cos brought out the brooms to
CSUSB last weekend, sweeping the
Coyotes 11-5,14-10,andl0-8. The
losses low^ed the Coyotes reccx'd
to 3-11 before heading into the
week-long Coyote Classic.
Saturday the Coyotes lost both
games of a double header to the
Bnxicos. In the first game the Coy
otes broke out early, scoring five in
the first two innings but bad field
ing let the Bitmcos close to 5-4 by
the third.
The fourth inning was when
the Broncos broke through, scoring
six in the inning, pulling out to a
commanding 10-5 lead. The Coy
otes closed the lead to 10-9 in the
sixUi with three in the fifth and

andther one in the sixth. The Brcmcos would not be denied by scoring
one in die eighth and thi^ in the
ninth tosend the Coyotes to defeat.
In the second game of the
double header the Coyotes once
again scored early but were not
able to hold (m,buildinga4-l lead
by thesecond, but theBroncos were
able to catch up by the fourth. The
second big inning for the Broncos
came in the sixth, scoring four to
take a 10-7 lead..The Coyotes were
able to get back one in the seventh
but could not put away the Bron
cos.
On Friday theCoyotes were on
the losing end to Cal Poly Pomona
11-5. The Coyotes were out of it for
most of the game letting the Bron
cos pull out to a 11-2 lead by the
seventh. The Coyotes cut the lead
to 11-5 in theeighth but could do no
more, going down in defeat

Just when you think you got the Coyotes down.....
you don't. Support Coyote baselyall.
by Joe Coyote
SUMMER CAMP JOBS Girl
Scout Resident Camp in So Cal
mtns. June 18-Aug 26. Positions
include: Camp Counselors,
HOUSE FOR RENT 3 Bdrm, 2 riding (western). Pool &
Bth, master with walk-in closet. Boating J^opes Course, Kitchen
Within walking distance from Cal and Maintenance. Salary + Room
& Board. To apply Call/Write:
State. Washer/Dryer. $770 a
Angeles Girl Scout Council, P.O.
month, must see! 887-9942.
Box 78001, LA, Ca 90016; (213)
933-4700.
EEO.
SPEEDY RESEARCH Reports:
$6 per page. Over 50,000 topics
INTERNATIONAL MOVING We
and clippings. Materials for
ship almost anywhere. Free estimate.
research assistance use only!
A-A TRANSFER 909-335-2628 or 16546 Hollywood Blvd., 2nd
800-889-MOVE.
ROOT, Rm. 209, Los Angeles, CA
90028 Hours: Mon-Fri 10:30amEXPERT WORD PROCESSING:
4pm. Custom Research available. Reports, thesis,resumes, manuscripts Visa/MC/Amex/Fax. Call today! - Utilizing WordPerfect 6.0; laserjet
1-800-356-9001.
printing. Call Pam, 864-8723.

Classifieds

ALASKA SUMMER EM
PLOYMENT-fisheries. Many
earn $2,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$6.000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. Many employes provide
benefits. No exp. necessary! For
more info, c^l: 1-206-545-4155
ext. A5985.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIR
ING Earn up to $2,OOOf/mo. on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. Summer & Full-time
employment available. No exp.
necessary. For info, call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5985.
Paged

FUNDRAISERS Raise$500in5days.
Groups, clubs, motivated individuals
1-800-655-6935 EX. 101.

HELP WANTED Australian
Beach club, the Inland Empires
best nightclub is looking for p/t &
fA marketing people. Rexible
hours& great $$$! Call Ray @
824-8483 after 5pm Tue.-Fri.
Send your legible classified toThe
Chronicle, Attn: Todd, 5500 Uni

versity Pkwy, SB,92407;OTdropit
in our box: UH 201.09 on campus.
$5 for the first 15 words; 25 cents
per word thereafter.
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Chronicle Staff Writer
One year ago, the Cal State
San Bernardino Women's Basket
ball team lost the finalsof theCCAA
tournament by 8 points toCal Poly,
Pomona. Last Saturday, at UC
Riverside's Student Recreation
Center, history did not repeat itself.
The Coyotes defeated Cal State
Dominguez Hills 70-55 to win the
CCAA tournament The win gives
CSUSB an automatic berth in the
NCAA Division II tournament, the
fu-st in Coyotes women's team histOTy.
Besides receiving the plaque
that went along with winning the
tournament, several individual
awards were handed out. Some of
these included Chery'll Few and
Tammie Beckley, who received All
Team and All Conference awards.
Kim Youngalso received Co-MVP
for the conference and MVPfor the
tournament.
Dominguez Hills(^ned the
contest with 4 quick points, but the
Coyotes retaliated with 13 setting
the tone for the rest of the game.
Shots were traded back and forth
until the game was stalled by a foul
and free throw JOT Dominguez Hills.

The second basket missed and the
ball was recovered by Dominguez
Hills. However, the ball was stolen
out from under Dominguez Hills
by Mary-Alice Lott who took it
home to the basket, bringing the
score to 23-15.
A 3 point shot by Felice
Logan only helped lengthen the
lead, which ended up being a 13
point gap at the half as CSUSB
lead, 36-23.
In thesecond half, the action
was swift, including one of Kim
Young's trademark runs back to
the basket with just a minimum of
defense from Dominguez Hills.
After a series of free throws, Logan
nailed another 3 point shot, bring
ing the score to 51-39. Soon after,
Dominguez Hills got as close as
they were going to get to the Coy
otes when the score became 55-44.
With three-quarters of the
game gone, Logan made another 3
point shot, taking the score to 6048. In the last 6 minutes, there were
a flurry of free throws,and a basket
by CSUSB that didn't count.
It wasn't long before the
crowd began to chant the final 10
second count At 6 seconds, the
clock mysteriously stopped, and
along with it, everybody's hearts. It
was resumed seconds later, but the

pause didn't matter. With 1 seccxid
to go, the team members were al
ready walking off the court to their
sideline positions.
Amid cheering that nearly
drowned out the buzzer, the Coy
otes smiled at each other and did
high-fives. The cheering slowly
dissolved into a rhythmic chant of
"Whoomp! There it is!" All Coyote
fans were on their feet cheering and
applauding.
The awards were handed out
afterward, with someof them bring
ing great surprise and joy to their
recipients. Everyone had congratu
lating messages to give to Coach
Luvina Beckley.
According to Beckley, the
team had always been able to do it.
"All along they've had the desire
and the will to win. I asked a lot and
they respOTided."
llie team did want a shot at
Cal Poly Pomona, but as they said,
"A championship is a champiOTiship!"
The CSUSB Women'sBasketball team has made themselves
an impressive record for this sea
son. They've railroaded many of
their opponents, coming into the
semirings with a record of 23-3
overall and 9-1 in the CCAA.
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SCHOLARSfflPS
School of Social and Behavioral Sciences
DEAN'S AWARD FOR HONORS RESEARCH
Merit Based
Contact Professor ELLIOTT BARKAN, Chair Selection Committee (Ext. 5525)
CAMPBELL WRITING PROJECT
Merit Based, Expository Essay on Philosophy, Law and Justice
Contact Professor AL MARIAM, Chair, Selection Committee (Ext. 5538)
BLACK STUDENTS' SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Anonymous Gift, Merit Based, Persistence, Intellectual Promise
Contact Professor FAITH MCCLURE, Chair, Selection Committee (Ext. 5598)
ZEUONER MEMORIAL AWARD
Merit Based, Military Leadership as identified during ROTC cadet years
Contact Professor MARK CLARK, Chair Selection Committee (Ext. 5555)
SCHOOL'S MERIT SCHOLARS
Merit Based, Intellectual Promise
Contact DEAN AUBREY W. BONNETT (Ext. 5500)
NUMEROUS DEPARTMENTAL SCHOLARSHIPS
Largely Merit Based
Contact CHAIRS OF DEPARTMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

P.
F.
p.
T.
R.
M.
C.
R.
D.

Berdan, Anthropology
Williams, Criminal Justice
Asheghian, Economics
McDowel1, Geography
Blackey, History
LeMay, Political Science/National Security Studies
Hoffman, Psychology
McCaslin, Social Work
Decker, Sociology

lost awards presented at School's Annual Honors Convocation/ May, 1994|
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